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SNIA Status

- SMI-S Rev 1.1 ready for submission to INCITS
- SMI-S 1.1 CTP for Switch and Fabric ready
  - 3 Switch Vendors have passed
- SMI-S 1.0 nearing completion through ISO
- SNIA Winter Symposium
  - January 23-27, 2006
SMI-S Status Update

• SMI-Lab6 announced July 1 (ends 6/06)
  – 25+ companies participating
  – SMI plugfests
    • Jan 9 - 13
    • Feb 6 - 10
    • Mar 13 - 17
  – For latest info see
    http://www.snia.org/smi/tech_activities/smilab/smilab6
Other SNIA Technical Work of Interest

• Three New Specifications on the SNIA Architecture Track
  – DDF (Common RAID Disk Data Format) Submitted to INCITS
  – IMA (iSCSI Management API) Submitted to INCITS
  – MMA (Multi-path Management) Submitted to INCITS
Storage Networking Summit

- Good Attendance from both End Users and Technical Folks in Bangalore, India
- Tutorials by SNIA Technical Council
  - Industry Standards
  - Fibre Channel
  - SMI-S
  - Industry Roadmap
- All Well Attended
For further information

• For the latest SNIA happenings
  – http://www.snia.org

• For SMI-S info :
  – http://www.snia.org/smi

• See latest SNIA newsletter
DMTF Status

- Management Developers Conference
  12/5-12/8 in Santa Clara, CA
- CIM 2.11 Released in December, 2005
- CIM 2.12 Releasing in April, 2006
DMTF Status

• SM Managed Element Addressing spec now released to public
  – SM Command Line Interface already released
  – Key components of SMASH - for details see http://www.dmtf.org/standards/smash
For further information

• For the latest DMTF happenings, you can always check the latest newsletter @
  – http://www.dmtf.org/newsroom/newsletter/2005/preview08/
  – Above URL is correct – DMTF e-mail précis had wrong URL
  – See http://www.dmtf.org/standards/cim for full details of CIM